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Arbus Auction at Phillips Canceled;
Lawsuit Pending
by Jeanne Schinto
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by Jeanne Schinto
On April 8 Phillips de Pury & Company announced that it had canceled
its auction of recently discovered photographs by Diane Arbus. It was
supposed to have taken place in New York City on April 9. "Private Sale
Pending" is the reason stated for the cancellation on the auction house's
Web site (www.phillipsdepury.com), but in the New York Times and
elsewhere, there was speculation that the sale was killed by a pending
lawsuit.
Robert C. "Bob" Langmuir, a Philadelphia rare-book dealer, owns the
photographs that were made by Arbus from 1958 to 1963 at Hubert's
Dime Museum and Flea Market, a once celebrated freak show on
Manhattan's 42nd Street. Langmuir is also the subject of a recent book,
Hubert's Freaks: The Rare-Book Dealer, the Times Square Talker, and
the Lost Photos of Diane Arbus by Gregory Gibson.
Langmuir is "under lawyer's orders" not to speak to the media, according
to Gibson. "Bob says, 'I have no news and am trying not to create any,'"
Gibson added in an e-mail. Langmuir's lawyers are on record as having
no comment either, except to say that the suit is "frivolous." Nor did
Phillips's media oace return a phone call. But Gibson did have the name
and phone number of someone who would talk: the man who brought
the lawsuit in federal district court in Brooklyn, where he lives.
He is Bayo Ogunsanya, a private dealer and collector of AfricanAmericana, who sold the photos to Langmuir for $3500 in 2003,
unknowing that they were by Arbus. The Arbus material was part of a
much larger group of photos, notebooks, pamphlets, handbills, and
other ephemera relating to Hubert's that Ogunsanya had bought the
previous year at a sale of unclaimed items from a Bronx storage facility.
That much has been widely reported in the media and in Gibson's book
and is readily acknowledged by Ogunsanya, but he did want to "set the
record straight on a couple of other things."
Most important, Ogunsanya sold the Hubert's archive, along with the
Arbus photos, in two batches. The book goes into detail about the two
transactions. In most media reports the distinction isn't made, and by
Ogunsanya's reckoning, it's a crucial distinction, because it means that
although Langmuir may not have known in the crst instance that the
photos were by Arbus, he most decnitely did when making a deal on the
second batch a few weeks later.
In the crst batch was a 1963 date book in which Langmuir unexpectedly
discovered the name, address, and phone number of the famed
photographer, written in what appeared to be her own hand. Between
that evidence and the subject matter, which precgures the subject matter
for which Arbus is best known-abnormal human curiosities-Langmuir
knew he might well be onto the cnd of a lifetime. And if that crst
transaction had been all there was, Ogunsanya said, he would have
accepted his loss without making a claim. But Langmuir, enlightened,
returned for more. That's when the duping took place, in Ogunsanya's
opinion.
"[Langmuir] bought the crst group, went away, made the connection,
and then, two or so months later, came back and bought the second
group," he said. "My lawsuit is based on the fact that when he came to
buy the rest, he already knew what [the photographs] were."
The timeline is crucial, said the plaintif. "Most of the photos that were
supposed to be sold in the canceled auction were from the second group.
My legal leg to stand on would be far weaker if I had sold them all the
crst time, because then [Langmuir] could claim ignorance, but he knew
what he came for when he was here the second time."
Ogunsanya called attention to a chapter in Gibson's book that ends with
the word Bingo! It comes directly after Langmuir has completed both
deals and has found in that second batch another link to Arbus. It's a
note in the same hand that wrote the Arbus contact information in the
date book. It stated: "Pictures enclosed for you, Suzie and Dingo. (Went
to Amusements of America Carnival in Hagerstown MD saw my crst
geek.)" It's signed "Diane."
"I'm not greedy. I'm not trying to be unreasonable," said Ogunsanya,
whose name in the book has been changed, along with others, "to protect
their identities," according to an author's note. We're not talking about
$20,000, $30,000, or $40,000, Ogunsanya pointed out. The estimates on
the 27 photos in the Phillips sale ranged from $20,000/30,000 to
$80,000/120,000 each.
Beyond his actual legal claim, Ogunsanya felt Langmuir violated the
unwritten laws of ethics that govern the "antiquities" market. He also felt
maligned by the book's portrayal of him as a mere "dealer" and a roguish
one at that. In his view, he is a collector forced to deal when he needs
money. Survival is why he reluctantly sells anything, he said, and only
reluctantly did he sell to Langmuir his "circus photos," along with the
archive of ephemera that helped identify them as Arbus's work.
Whatever the reality, it was Langmuir, not Ogunsanya, who studied and
sorted through the pocket diaries, scrawled messages, tax forms,
performers' contracts, date books, and pitch cards of bearded ladies, creeaters, and American Blacks performing as sideshow "savages" from
Africa. It was he who found, somewhere in that chaos, the photos he
suspected to be by Arbus. It was he who went to the trouble of securing
the proof.
As of this writing, one could still look at thumbnails of them on the
Phillips Web site. (The catalog, of course, was widely distributed; the
photos themselves were exhibited in New York and Los Angeles.) They
show an exotic dancer with a snake; three women (perhaps other exotic
dancers) in a dressing room; a sword swallower in a sequined dress; and a
female contortionist, among other performers.
Certainly Hubert's was a training ground for the woman who would
later make photos called Russian Midget Friends in a Living Room on
100th Street, N.Y.C.; Mexican Dwarf in his Hotel Room in N.Y.C.; and
A Jewish Giant at Home with His Parents in the Bronx, N.Y. Indeed,
Arbus crst met the Jewish giant, Eddie Carmel, at Hubert's in 1959.
The catalog indicates the photos that were authenticated by Doon
Arbus, the photographer's daughter, and those that were not. The
Gibson book describes at length Langmuir's dealings with her and the
estate. Besides being an author, Gibson is the owner of Ten Pound Island
Book Company in Gloucester, Massachusetts. He knows how the rarebook market operates, but even he was amazed by the art market's
machinations.
"When you get into a situation where two similar photographs are
manifestly by the same person, and one is worth a hundred times more
than the other because it's been authenticated, you're of necessity in the
realm of politics," Gibson said in a phone interview. "That's where part
of this story goes. It's the nasty part, the part under the rug, the part we'd
rather not think of when we think of great art, but don't mistake for a
second that it's not a big part of it."
He referred by way of example to the difering fates of two images of
women in a Hubert's dressing room-photos seemingly made minutes
apart. One got the stamp of Doon's approval; one did not. "It's not a
matter of connoisseurship or of inherent aesthetics; it's a matter of who
owns the goods and who says what."
This, he admitted, may be an extreme case. The control that Doon
exercises over her mother's work is "unequalled anywhere in the
photography world," he wrote in Hubert's Freaks.
Signiccantly, he doesn't entirely disapprove of her methods. Citing "lurid
speculation" about Diane's psychological health in both popular press
reports and in scholarly investigations like those of Susan Sontag, he said,
"Her way of protecting her mother's image is in so many ways spot-on,
and if I could ever communicate with her, that's what I'd tell her." (He
has not, because she has "made clear her lack of interest in having
anything to do with me.")
But Gibson also makes the case that Doon's management style is marketsavvy, having created an aura of scarcity, which, combined with the
eforts of inluential supporters and critics, has been responsible for the
astonishing trajectory of Arbus photo sales cgures over the past nearly 30
years. He quoted a 1979 price guide that estimates "a cne original Arbus"
at $2000 or $3000. (During her lifetime [1923-1971], the images sold for
$150.) He then traced the trajectory upward into the high six cgures.
Most recently, at Sotheby's, on the day the Phillips auction was canceled,
A Family on the Lawn One Sunday in Westchester, N.Y., sold to Jefrey
Fraenkel of San Francisco's Fraenkel Gallery for $553,000 (includes
buyer's premium). Two days later, Christie's sold 51 other Arbuses from
the Berman collection for $6875 to $115,000 each.
In his blog (http://hubertsfreaksspeak.blogspot.com), under the
headline "Art World Makes Times Square Freaks Look Like Regular
Folks," Gibson speculated that the auction of Langmuir's Arbus photos
was canceled for a reason other than the lawsuit. "They were sandwiched
between two strong auctions of classic Arbus images. It was a thin
market anyway, and it's possible that their rogue Arbus images attracted
little or no presale interest." He concluded, "It's going to be interesting to
see where this archive winds up…They killed the auction. Now they have
to dispose of the body."
While we all wait to see what happens next, Hubert's Freaks makes
enormously good reading on several levels, almost the least of which is
the tale of the cnd.
"When I started out on this project," Gibson recalled, "Bob and I talked
about the 'arc' of the story, and Bob said, 'Well, yeah, it's about making a
cnd, but it's really a spiritual journey.' I just rolled my eyes. But as the
whole thing evolved, and as Bob had to face and overcome any number
of diaculties, I realized he had it right. And he emerged in the end a
changed man."
Gibson was able to write about Langmuir as efectively as he does
because for four years he was his constant reportorial companion. ("I was
sort of Bob's appendage.") He may have grown to love his subject, but
this is no hagiography. We are told in detail of Langmuir's foibles as a
collector, dealer, and person. Those who have encountered the dealer
over the years may cnally discover here why transactions were so
protracted and, well, strange. We learn about his marriage and divorce;
his stay on a psychiatric ward; his bouts of drinking and self-medicating;
and his recovery.
Gibson's portrayals of Langmuir's negotiations are particularly virtuosic.
Besides the successes with Ogunsanya, there are excruciating scenes of
failures, most notably with Jef Rosenheim, a curator at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art. Being a book dealer himself, Gibson
understands the often convoluted psychological process of buying and
selling, but only a real writer could have put it into words.
Gibson's crst book was Gone Boy: A Walkabout (2000). It's the story of
his coming to terms with the 1992 shooting death of his 18-year-old son
at Simon's Rock College in Great Barrington, Massachusetts, after
ammunition was delivered by campus mail to fellow student and
perpetrator Wayne Lo. His second book was Demon of the Waters: The
True Story of the Mutiny of the Whaleship Globe (2002).
For the crst book, he explored the subcultures of college bureaucracies
and Second Amendment extremists, as well as his own psyche. For the
next one, it was the history of whaling and the psychology of mutineers.
For the present one, it was the same world that once fascinated Arbus:
Hubert's.
Inhabited by performers with names like Alligator Skin Girl, Larry Love
(the Human Canary), and Professor Roy Heckler, a lea circus
ringmaster, it seems at crst a very weird place. But by the end, we
understand how the genealogy of Hubert's, in existence from the mid1920's to the late 1960's, can be traced directly back to Barnum and, like
it or not, forward to the Met.
The photographs and archive that passed from Ogunsanya to Langmuir
are very much part of unoacial American history. It's the "old, weird
America," as Gibson put it. The phrase comes from the title of a book by
Greil Marcus. Ostensibly about Bob Dylan and his celebrated Basement
Tapes, it is by Gibson's lights much more of a book about an alternative
America, like Hubert's, that "at once inspires and explains" the
strangeness of daily life in mainstream America.
The cnal lot in the canceled Phillips sale was not a photograph by Arbus,
authenticated or otherwise. It was the archive in which the photos were
found: the business and personal ephemera of Richard C. "Charlie"
Lucas. Manager of Hubert's, Lucas was also at one time Hubert's
"talker"-i.e., barker.
Lucas is a central historical cgure in Gibson's book-the "Times Square
Talker" of the subtitle. He is also the subject of several Arbus photos
consigned to Phillips. Almost documentary in nature, they include
Charlie Lucas on stage with 'Cheating Death' Electric Chair, Group
portrait of Charlie Lucas with Giant Buck Nolan, lady midget
Margharita, and others, Charlie Lucas with cat, and Charlie Lucas with
unknown woman.
Some of the (non-Arbus) photographs in the archive show Lucas in the
days when he himself was a performer, one of the ersatz African "savages"
of sideshows past. For many other reasons, Lucas is a tragic cgure. This is
from one of his diaries, also part of the archive: "May 12, 1959. From
may 6-may 11 was very sick from wine & whiskey, I have no money, my
loan 1000. I work very hard & jus don make no headway…God I hope
that I can save 1000 and get out of Huberts museum."
It's a hard-luck tale, all right, written by the person we need to thank
more than any other for saving the archive-and the Arbus photos-in the
crst place. How ironic it is that Lucas (whose cnal fate Gibson tries but
fails to discover) didn't know the value of what he had stored.
Langmuir, Gibson, Jef Rosenheim at the Met-all understood the
importance of the Lucas material, even without the Arbus connection.
And so did Phillips. The catalog description of that last lot situates it in
the middle of old, weird America-a "time capsule of all that was peculiar,
captivating and outsider in the mid 20th century." The auction house
further depicts it as the representative of "the end of an American era…of
dime museums, circuses and sideshows where high society met low…."
And its estimate, same as the highest estimates on the Arbus photos, was
$80,000/120,000.
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